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It is now known that was held in the face of a threatened town because of the crowded condi- Mountain railroad departed today for
second amendment is for a county
Lordsburg, which buried and X he sent immediately for the reporters foreign
Bush. Reports also tell of eight perfifteen French officers and forty sol-- . st: ike, a suspension of the actual tion of the Murphysboro hospital.
short ballot, only the county commisinstantly killed a miner named X and began reading to them the long diers were killed, while civilians, all strike order
sons being killed near west Frankfort
been granted by
sioners to be elected, who shall apkilhaving
was
of
Thomas
A
child
Taylor
X
50
about
Marconi
Benigno Ranjel, aged
grams from the Carpathia, of them French citizens, were massa-- i Warren Stone,
in the storms path in Franklin county.
chief of the led and many
point the other officers.
grani
were
An
injured
persons
bound
east
years.
freight X giving the grewsome news in consi- - cred in their 'homes or in the streets. Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers
Man and Baby Killed.
Short Service Bill.
Hain
a
storm
when
the
on the Southern Pacific X derable detail.
path
swept
111., April 22.
The terrific
Besides these, four French officers and and fifty chairmen of the organization
Danville,
The House passed unanimously IS train
houbetween X
jumped the track
"I began to read:
'Titanic went seventy soldiers were wounded and representing the engineers on a'l rail- - milton county, Illinois. Fourteen
force of the storm which leveled thirHouse Bill No. 22 by Skidmore, limitdemolished.
ses
were
and
X
and
Steins
down this morning at 2:30' and then 100 Jews were slain and many wound- roads east of Chicago and north of the
perty houses, and injured forty-oning the consecutive service of rail- S Lordsburg
was riding X I looked up," said Mr. Franklin. ed and mutilated.
Five Killed in One House.
sons at Grant Park, 111., last night,
Norfolk and Western.
way employes to 16 hours, fixing the 3S Henry Wagner who
in one of the gondola cars, was X "There wasn't a reporter in the room.
At Bush, five persons were killed in was shown when it became known toThe French
government
explains An answer to the engineers ultima
penalty at $100 to $500. The bill is
S fatally injured, dying at X They were all racing for telephone that the absence of detailed news from tum, demanding increase in wages ag- the home of Section Foreman Camp- - day that twelve loaded box cars had
passed on the federal act.
X Lordsburg Sunday night. He X to get news out to the world. Bit
Election Contest.
by Fez is due to the fact that four or gregating between fifteen and eighteen bell of the Iron Mountain Railroad been blown from the track and oversaid he had a brother in New X bit, Mr. Franklin contributed to the five telegraphers stationed there as per cent was expected during the day Seventy-fivhouses, the hotel, post- turned. At Sheldon, Illinois, it is re
The committee on privileges and
S York and a sister in Chicago. X
office, mining company's offices and ported that a man and a baby were
well as those attached to the wireless
' (Continued on Page 1)
store and the round house were des - ' killed.
Continue? on page eight.
(Continued on Page Four.)
stations, were assassinated.

ivSXXSSX

In the House this afternoon,
the
Medical Bill was the special order of!
the day. Much interest has been manifested in the measure.
Various
amendments have been suggested so
as to make it clear that Christian
Scientists, osteopaths and others will
not be discriminated against. The original bill has the backing of the allopaths and homeopaths and is ostensibly for the purpose of protecting the
public against quacks and incompe-
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MONDAY,

IS

The Little Store
Again Reminds You of the Superior

the

Quality and Large Variety of

" Soltaire " floods.
Always the Leader

WINTER

GROCER!

Southern Corner Plaza,
WITH

ALL

CASH

Santa Fe. Telephone

PURCHASES.

WE

GIVE

of New Mexico at Albuquerque, has
been offered the presidency of the
Panama University at a salary of
$4,000 a year.
President David Starr
Jordan is urging Mr. Espinosa to
stay at Stanford and promises him an
increased salary.
During the threei
years he has been connected with
Stanford he has made an international
reputation as a romance language
scholar,

SICKLY

Mother Says, "I Think Vinol Saved
Her Life."
Parents are wise in trying to break
up children's coughs quickly, but they
are not always a', wise as this mother
in the means they adopt.
Mrs. Willis Van Inwegen of Blonm- ingburg, X. Y., sayg "My small girl
.
had bronchitis all winter till the doc- Holding Court at Tucumcari.
tor said it was chronic and we were i
afraid we should lose her. I eommen- - Judge T. D. Lieb of Raton is holding
ced giving her Vinol three times a CUUl ilL lUCUHICai l.
i!
day and now she is growing fine.
Silver City Normal School.
think Vinol saved her life."
The enrollment
of the Normal
Children like to take our delicious
School
at
for the past year,
Silver
City
is
pleasant.
tonic, Vinol, because it
And it is much better for them than including the summer school reached
472.
"cough medicines'' for they
have no strengthening power, while
Dry Farming Wheat..
Vinol builds jp the body and makes
E. E. White of
New Mexico,
the blood rich. Give Vinol to your believes in the Grady,
dry
possibili delicate rundown children (and take tits for a wheat cropfarming
in New Mexico.
as
not
are
if
it yourself
strong Ho is showing wheat which measures
you
as you should te, and you will be de- - eight inches and has thirty-fivspears
ngntea witn tne resuus. 11 you are ju one kernel.
not we give back your money. ine
Capital Pharmacy Santa Fe, N. M.
Death of Mrs. Majors.
Mrs. H. H. Majors died at Alamogor-- j
s
She was a member of the
WEST AND EAST.
A vast new land, half wakened to the em Star, of the Presbyterian church
and is survived by her husband and
wonder
s
Of mighty strength;
great level two children. She was born at
ibondale, Pa., and was married to Mr.
that hold
Unmeasured wealth; and the propetic ; Majors twelve years ago.

ACTUAL STARVATION

Facts About Indigestion and Its Relief
That Should Interest You.
Although Indigestion

No. 40.

TICKETS

fully and thoroughly.

RETAIL

AND

'

good-lookin-

Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL
4LFaLFA SEED.

All kinds of flowers,

;arden

&

STOCK

j

Car-plain-

FOOD.

field seeds in bulk and packages

The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe

thunder
Of triumphs yet untold.

A land of

eager hearts

and

faces,
Lit by the glory of a
Where every eye seeks tha
tant places
Of an untravelled way.
new-bor-

Phone Black

r

Phone Black

LEO HERSCH

45

45

tion

COAI

Dawson,

far-dis-

land! Oh mighty inspire'

WORK YOUR GARDEN WITH TOOLS YOU BUY FROM US AND
THEY WON'T ALWAYS BE BREAKING.
WE "RAKE" THE MARKET FOR THE BE4T GARDEN TOOLS
AND HARDWARE MADE.
WE "HOE OUR ROW" BY GIVING OUR CUSTOMERS
GOOD
HARDWARE FOR THEIR GOOD MONEY.

""a.,. SAWED WOOD

I

"t

Near Union Depot.

PHONE, RED 100.

1

Phone

II

General Express Forwarders

9

Parts

All

of The World

MftflPV and Inconven,ence by Purchasing Wells

JllTfc IUU1ICJ Fargo Domestic Money Orders, Traveler'

Checks and Foreign Money Orders

Payable

and all Foreign
Countries

S., Canada, Mexico

U.

Tfarouxhout

THEliT)

REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH
Jt

j j

J.

D. BARNES,

Agent.

THE STAR BARN
FIRST-CLAS-

Also

First-Clas- s

Phone Main

139

LIVERY CO.,

RIGS.

LIVERY

S

Hacks, Busses and

Baage

Wagons

J. R. CREATH,

310 San

Fracisco St.

SANTA FE, N. M.

THE SANTA FE MINERAL

FRANK M. JONES.

CARRIAGE,

AUTOMOBILE,
-- AND

s

SIGN
PAINTING

ir--

r

Silvei ing,

Euh5ng on Glass
and Brass

FOR SALE A lot of second hand
belting, hangers, pulleys, and shafting ; one 12 horse power and one 22
horse power Leffel Engine, first cla-condition; one 40 horse power locomotive type boiler capable of carrying
75 pounds of steam, pass .j upon
by
Boiler Inspector; radiators, steam
piping and valves; a ,r0 gallon gasoline tank, with other sundry items.
Any of these items wili he sold cheap
if taken at once. If imer.3te.l
address the Now Mexict'i Printing Company, Sant'i Fe. Ne.v Mexico

SATISFACTION
GUAR ANTEED

PAUL P. LACASSACiNE,
305 San Francisco Street.

Phone

-

New Mexican
bring results.

want

ads.

always

u

SPECIAL

EXCURSION FARES
TO POINTS

IN

CALIFORNIA, OREGON
WASHINGTON.
LOS ANGELES,

SAN FRANCISCO,

SAN DIEGO,

OAKLAND,

$40.55

$50.55

SAN FRANCISCO one way via
PORTLAND or SEATTLE,

$67.50

Dates of sale, April 27. 28,

June

12, 13, 14,

29, 30, and May 1,2 and 3.
turn limit, June 27, 1912.
IS, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20. Return limit Oct. 31,

LIBERAL
VISIT THE GRAND

STOP-OVE- R

Re- -

1912

PRIVILEGES

CANYON OF ARIZONA
Pullman and Tourist Sleepers and Free Chair Cars
on all Santa Fe Trains.

For Summer Tourist Rates to Other Points Apply to Any Santa Fe Agent

SANTA
SANTA FE, N. M.

FE ALL THE WAY.
H. S. LUTZ, Agent.

g

-

JULIUS

The Tailor

Will clean, press, repair

or alter Ladies' and
Gents' Garments at

reasonable prices and
will guarantee his work.
Orders taken
Ladies'

and Gents' Custom

Suits, Overcoats,
Skirts or
Suits.

:

:

Leave orders

at

WATER CO.

Cltm

REAL ESTATE
For Sale, Improved and Unimproved City Property and
Ranches With and Without Improvements.
For Full Information Call,

s.

Or. Phone No. Red 76

WOODY'S HACK LINE
OPEN DAY AND NIQHT

From

La Salle Restaurant

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.

CHAS. GANN, Prop.
Telephone II.
Two Doors Below F. Andrews

Store.

Regular Meals 25 cents.
Rooms for Rent 25c and 50c.
Short Orders at AH Hours.
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
French Noodle Order JOc a dlsn,
Mew York Chop Suey 50c.

Leaves Barranca on the arrival ot
the north bound train and arrives al
Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than any other
way. Good covered hacks and good
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teams
furnished commerc'-a-l men to take In
the surrounding tons. Win E'.nbudo
Station

EconomyGrocery

Methodist

FOR THIS WEEK ONLY

Episcopal Church

Butter, 25c. and 35c. General Conference,
Minn.

Bacon, 2 lbs. for 25c.
Breakfast Bacon, Best
Grade. 20c. lb.
Light House Cleaner,
6 bars for 25c.
Blueing, per bottle, 5c.
J.

A. BLAIN,

Jr., Proprietor

Cor. Burrow Alley and San Francisco

Minneapolis,
MAY

lst-31- st

ROUND TRIP RATE FROM

SANTA FE, N. M.

$52.45
Dates of sale, April 29 and 30,
May 1, 8, 15 and 22.

Return Limit, June

Four Phones and Five Wagons.

50166

I

?

LIFE, ACCIDENT, HEALTH, FIRE INSURANCE,
AND FIDELITY BONDS. Writes all the Modern
Policies at Lowest Rates.

:

suffra-gettin-

Phone 14

KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.

'

"""!'""

It

WHEN YOU CAN GET THE

:

-

Successor to

MORGAN

Hardware We Have

Delivered to your house. Patronize home industry.

,

TO

If It

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water
All Kinds of Soda,
Special High Ball Ginger Ale

'

t

14.

Why Import Mineral Water

!

Wells Fargo & Co. Express

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

m

Yankee,
Oakdale.

333 HICKOX STREET,

Chinaman Arrested at San Marcial.
Four Chinese with an overwhelming
kindly desire to become residents of the
United States, were captured by the
day; immigrant inspectors at San Marcial
last rnday. They were taken to El
Paso for examination and trial before
the United States commissioners.

good-tastin- g

Merchant Charged With Theft.
Marcelino Alvarez, of El Paso, who
That floods the morning of the conducts a grocery store in that city.
was arrested by the detectives last
world to be!
Thy people are the builders of a na- week and held at the police station
on charge of theft. Seven cases of
tion,
eggs and sixty pounds of cheese were Wfi hflvp tvn Turgor ci7oc
free.
call
Lofty, benignant,
alleged to have been stolen from thejfor 50c and $J
Renimw you can
International
Produce
Al
company.
Yet, at a trivial word, a star's clear
0htain Rexall Remedies in thic
vares claims to have bought the stuff munity
gleaming,
only at our store The Rexall
A bird's sweet song, a sunset fading
Store. The Fischer Drug Co., 232 San
Wreck on the Santa Fe.
Francisco St.
fast,
Six people were slightly injured in
There conies a longing for the homean accident on the Santa Fe at Bronland, dreaming
iviuuiuaiii-Upon its sacred past.
'husbands. Mr. Joyce said it was dim- .
,
oil. 1UC LUIUU liaill, UUUltU VVVKL LU cult to get the women to enter the
A land of dear,
was
bv
remembered
a; first boat but after that the officers
faces, Aiouquerque,
'sawing
moving
had little trouble except in
those
Through happy days that had to station, and the freight, which was cases in which the women refused to
headed westward, was backing as the be
have an end;
from their husbands.
Each stream is a companion known passenger train ran slow ly forward. A Mr. separated
Joyce also verified the
that
and loving,
.car on the freight broke and turned! wnen some ot tne ast of report
the boats
I,over toward the other track. Part o
And every hill a friend.
tt,
out from
'
ii". of the steerage passengers tried to
train, smashing several rush the boats an(J that n
longing to behold the mountains, Passenger
. v v i.t.wiv o.
- uuiiiv were ahnt hv nno " f tm c.,in
.,k
"111"
""1'
Their great, gaunt heads; and once of tne passengers were bruised and
thrown
about
but
none
were
again to be
seriously
Ui on the barren, wind-swehead- - injured. Among the injured was Rev.
We have it on good authority that
B. F. Summers of Mountainair, for- land, hearing
The surges of the sea.
merly pastor of the Methodist church negotiations are under wav for a perHenry Adams Bellows in the May nere who sustained a strained side formance in our city about May 8 by
and returned to Mountainair instead that pleasing musical organization
Scribner.
of continuing his journey to Albuquer-oue- ; The Schubert Symphony Club and
J. A. Smith, who was cut slight- Lady Quartette, of Chicago. Many of
ly about the face; H. R. Parsons and our readers have heard this popular
Dr W. R. Lovelace of Fort Sumner company
and no doubt
AROUND
everyone
who came on to Santa Fe; W. M. knows of the high favor in which its
who
was cut and bruised, and years of success has placed
Scheer,
it.
Mrs. O. S. Larimer, whose shoulder The great variety and popular charExpensive Firearms.
acter of this company's program has
Jesus Duarte was taken before the was strained.
endeared it to the hearts of Amerjustice of the peace at Raton, Colfax
These Funny Frenchmen.
ican
music lovers, until today it
county, last week and fined $50 and
New York, April 22 The American stands undoubtedly first in their affeccosts for the promiscuous display of
woman has too much liberty.
The tions. Their new program is said to
a
husband is to blame for your awful be the best they have ever
presented,
divorces. If the husband made his and no doubt their house will be
Frost at Tularosa,
large
wife
would here if they are secured for an enterobey, then this country
The heavy frost which occurred in
Tularosa section, Otero county last not be crying always about its "nor' tainment.
week killed about half of the fruit. note divorce evil." Sailing back to
The farmers claim that this will only Paris, heart whole and fancy free, the
make the remaining fruit crop finer three young counts o( the old- nob,e
"WOMEN ALL AT SEA"
and larger since the trees are usually and rich.Frencn family, De' Reinach
too heavily loaded to produce the best essal- - s'S"eu al lne mougnt oi ieavThere are thousands of women toing New York and "its most beautiful day
iruit.
entirely at sea, so to speak, as
and independent women in
the far as
their ailments are concerned.
world.''
"New
York
so
women
are
Storm Causes Big Loss in Sheep.
are suffering in silence rathMany
said
Count Gerard De Rein er than
Grant R. McGreeror of T.ako Vallev lovely,"
consult a physician, while
Sierra conntv. was the heaviest lnaor 'acn Cessac, "But they are also so many others have sought advice and
Frencha
Would
very
independent.
among the goat and sheep men in
taken medicines without help and are
au- that section on account of the belated
discouraged.
literally
ouia my
storm and the following cold weather uiuuiie: ntf wuuiu noi.
Such women should remember that
allow
his wife to dance
last week. While every one of the countryman
ComLydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
ranchers lost from 50 to 500 sheep and the 'turkey trot' in his drawing room? pound may be relied upon to act
He would not. Would the good French
goats, McGregor lost his entire herd.
in such
promptly and thoroughly
husband permit his wife to go
cases. It strengthens the nerves and
about
all
her
day, neglecting
Chief of Police Shoots Himself.
muscles and restores the female sysEdward Kern, at one time chief of home and belittling his proud social tem to a normal healthy condition.
indeed he would not."
police in Los Angeles, shot himself position? Ah,
"Exactly so,'' commented Count Pierthrough the head Friday night in El re.
"The Frenchman would not like
Paso. He was found by a chamber- to do these things, and when NEW STATE BAGGAGE AND
maia eany Saturday morning in a his wife
bath tub in the Grand Central hotel. ?e tells her she mvust not do thf m- - she
EXPRESS LINE.
No motive for the suicide has been uucs iiuu rtisu mens is iiu uivorue.
"But
the
American
woman
is
lovelier
found. Little was known of Kern in
Black
El Paso except that he had been than the French woman," said Count
Gerard.
"The New
York women
prominent at one time in politics in have such
character, such beauty, such Leave Orders at Oxford Club Saloon.
Los Angeles.
fine figures. But as you go further
from New York, ah, the women grow
Man Falls from Scaffolding.
Ollip Piprsnn n nnrnantop in TJa. stouter, less attractive. Americans
have no libr,y- They only think so,
well, fell from a scaffolding fifteen
"They are
too snobbish. Americans are funny,"
narrowly escaped death. A runaway
horse jerked out one of the supports Ile aaQea- - wmle au tnree counts J010"
111
JdUBQof the scaffolding in front of the Ros-,twell Hardware Company's store and
caused Pierson's fall. He turned a JOHN R. JOYCE OF CARLSBAD WAS ON CAR PAT HI A.
complete somersault in the air landing
on his shoulder and left arm, crushing
Tells Some of the Incidents of the
his shoulder and breaking his arm.
Rescue of Titanic Survivors to
the New Vrk Sun.
New Mexico Man Promoted.
Aurelio M. Espinosa,
professor of
John R. Joyce of Carlsbad, N. M.,
languages in Stanford University and was
a passenger on the Carpathia
lanformerly head of the romance
guage department in the University bound for Spain, and was interviewed
by a reporter for the New York Sun.
Mr. Joyce had spent several days on
HOW'S THIS?
We offer One Hundred Dollars Re- the Carpathia with the survivors of
for
ward for any case of Catarrh that can- the Titanic before reaching New York,
not be cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure. and was no doubt very familiar with
the stories told by the survivors. The
, F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Sun evidently thought Mr. Joyce was
Made
We, the undersigned, have known F.
on
the Titanic, although his name is
J. Cheney for the last. 15 years, and benot given in the list of survivors. The
Riding
lieve him perfectly honorable in all
follows:
business transactions and financially Sun's story
"John R. Joyce of Carlsbad, Eddy
Thirty years' of experience in
able to carry out any obligations made
N, M., a banker, said that he
county,
by his firm.
did not see the Straus party at the tailoring in some of the largest
Walding, Kinnan & Marvin,
time of the accident, but that he was cities in Europe and America.
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O. told
that Mrs. Straus refused to enter
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken Inter the boat without
her husband; that
nally, acting directly upon the blood Mr. Straus refused to
101 Washington Avenue.
go and that they
and mucous surfaces of the system. both stood on
deck as the ship went
Testimonials sent free. Price 75 cents down. Mr. Joyce also said that there
Phone Black 223.
per bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
was no severe shock when the collision
Take Hall's Family pni8 for constl occurred. Manv women hoslH ao, Mrs
Goods Called for and Delivered.
stipation.
Straus refused to go without their
Oh generous

R. J. CRICHTON

n

and
food, because it does not agree
with them.
The best thing to do is to fit yourself to digest any good food.
We believe we can relieve Dyspepsia. We are so confident of this fact
that we guarantee and promise to sup
ply the medicine free of aU cost to
every one who will use it, who is not
perfectly satisfied with the results
which it produces.
We exact no
promises, and put no one under any
obligation whatever. Surely, nothing
could be fairer. We are located
right here and our reputation should
be sufficient assurance of the
of our offer.
We want every one troubled with
Indigestion or Dyspepsia in any form
to come to our store and buy a box of
Rexall Dyspepsia Tablets. Take them
home and give them a reasonable
trial, according to directions. Then, if
not satisfied, come to us and get your
money back. They are very pleasant
to take; they aid to soothe the irritable stomach, to strengthen and invigorate the digestive organs, and to
promote a healthy and natural bowel
action, thus leading to perfect and
healthy digestion and assimilation.
A 25c package of Rexall Dyspepsia
Tablets furnishes 15 days' treatment.
In ordinary cases, this is sufficient to
produce a cure. In more chronic cases, a longer treatment, of course, is
necessary, and depends upon the severity of the trouble. For such cases.
g

East-ines-

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

Many actually

starve themselves Into
sickness
through fear of eating every

e

WHOLESALE

and Dyspepsia

are so prevalent, most people do not
thoroughly understand their cause and
cure. There is no reason why most
people should not eat anything they
desire if they will only chew it care-

L

GO.

REGISTER

CHILD WAS

St

H.S.LITZ, Aft.,

15, 1912.

SANTA FE, N. M.

New Mexican Want
results every time.

Ads

brings

Are You a Seller? An advertise
prices will be quoted upon request.
ment in the classified columns of the Our styles and forms are
strictly up
New Mexican will put your real es to date.
tate on the market effectively. It will
put the facts of your property before
the eyes of all possible buyers.
If you use embossed stationery, you
can do no better than placing your order with the New Mexican Printing
Company. We have samples and

NEW MEXICO

Central Railroad Co.
SPECIAL REDUCED

ROUND TRIP

CONVENTION

FARES

TO
Los Angeles, Cal..
San Francisco, "
"
Oakland,

$40.20
50.20
50.20

Tickets on Sale April 27,28,29 and JO,
May 1, 2 and J.
SIDE TRIP FREE TO SAM DIEGO ON
TICKETS READING BOTH WAYS,
VIA EL PASO A SOUTHERN PACIFIC.

Limit, June 27, 1912.
For full particulars call on or address,
L.H.GIBSON or LOCAL AGENT.

"HowLong Will It Last?
We
the careful man asks.
can't tell how long a Burroughs Adding and Listing
Machine will last, because in
21 years we have never yet
Eeet one worn out.
For the careful man our
little folder "Durability" contains some interesting facts
on thiB subject.
May we mail you a copy?

Burroughs Addinf Machine Co.,
W. H. LONG, Sales Manager,
P.O.Box 782,

El

Pa sojexas

r
MONDAY,

APRIL 22, 1912.
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Politics and Politicians
'lawmakers give such a (arte blanc;
Sierra County Convention.
The Democratic
county convention order to go ahead to the promoters
, New Mexico will usurp the role hith-- j
of Sierra county will meet at
on Saturday, May 4.
erto enacted by Nevada. The measure
of Representative Tripp was of course
Woman School Director.
actuated by the desire of Las Vegas
Mrs. V. H. Groves has been ap- to get the world's heavyweight light,
lawpointed school director at Los Tanos, The action of the New Mexico
makers on this subject will be interGuadalupe county, to fill a vacancy.
esting. El Paso Herald.
Portales Chooses Wilson Delegates.
How Curry Voted.
The Democratic caucus held at PorThe Liberal has kept a more or less
tales in the district court room, was
presided over by T. E. Means, Arthur careful watch of the votes published!
Jones acting as secretary. The fol in the Congressional Record, wheni
lowing delegates, instructed for Wil the roll was called in the House, and!
son, were selected: J. B. Pridily, G. W. always found that if Mr. Curry's!
Carr, C. V. Harris, Joe Reasley, J. K. name was recorded on one side Mr.
McCall, H. F. Jones, T. E. Mears, J. Fergusson's was ro be found on the
Last week, however,
O. Wood, Joe Lang, J. E. Morrison, other side.
there was a change. On Tuesday the
and C. P. Mitchell.
appropriation hill for the lighthouse
service was before the House, and a!
Sparks Endorsed for Receiver.
After a rather stormy meeting, the New York member attempted to get
Santa Fe County Republican commit- one section struck out, and there was
tee endorsed former County Commis- a sharp debate on it, and the roll wasj
men
to
voted
sioner I. Sparks for receiver of the called. Fifty-eigh- t
federal Land Office in this city to suc- strike out the section, and 170 voted
ceed Major Fred Muller. The matter against the proposition, and the namei
of the local postoffice was held in ab- of Curry and Fergusson were on the
same side, both voting no. Later in
eyance, as George W. Armijo has de- the same
day the question cf passing!
cided to remain in the field as a rethe hill providing for the establish-- !
ceptive candidate and the committee meat of a Children's Bureau in the dewill await further developments,
partment of commerce and labor was
a
voted on, and both Fergttsson
and
The People Are Murmuring.
Curry voted for the bill. There were
Too much politics is being injected 178 votes for the bill and
fourteen
into the work of the legislators. Senagainst it. As
ate bills are tied up in the House and Democratic Leader UnderwoodCannon,
and
House bills are tied up in the Senate.
opeaner (jiarn an voted with the New
Looking at it from our point of view Mexico
they cannot be
we fail to see the necessity of two criticised congressmen
on political grounds for votHouses and one could be dispensed ing
Western Liberal.
together.
with nicely to the benefit of every one
a
few
except
politicians. Both Houses
After the Federal Jobs.
are answerable to the people and havQuite a number of federal office
ing two only complicates matters and seekers are in Santa Fe from a disto tance to attend a
gives one House an opportunity
of the Reshift the blame onto the other. Mori-art- publican executive meeting
committee
if a
Messenger.
quorum can be gotten together for
a
such a meeting.
Otto Bniimer, secreThis is a Good Suggestion.
tary of the Republican County CenSince the State Federation of Wom- tral Committee of
Chaves county, is
en has requested Governor W. C. Mc- an
applicant to succeed Harold Hurd
Donald to appoint a woman on the as receiver of the land office
at
hoard of regents of each of the New
There is no opposition as yet
Mexico educational institutions, some lo the
T.
reappointment of
of the schools have suggested
that C. Tillotson at Roswell or Register
Postmaster
the woman regent, in each instance, A. H. Rockafellow at
Roswell. The
should be an alumnae of the school. Santa Fe
County Central. Committee
The first graduate of the Xew Mexico met
yesterday afternoon to consider
Normal University, Mrs. Ella Weltmer, th local
postmastership. The Repubresides in Santa Fe. The second grad- lican
of
County Central Committee
Mrs.
R.
F.
uate,
Lord, formerly Miss I'.ernfilillo county instructed
Judge
Elba Stoneioad, resides in this city. Edward A. Mann to work
for the enBoth are mentioned as possible ap- dorsement of the
following by the expointees as regents Las Vegas Op- ecutive committee of the state
of
tic.
which he is a member:
For postmaster, Albuquerque
R. W.
The Prize Fight Bill.
Hopkins.
That Jack Curley did manage to conFor register of Santa Fe land office,
summate some missionary work on his Manuel R. Otero.
last flying trip to El Paso and Las
For collector of internal revenue,
Vegas is evidenced in the report of Nestor Montoya.
the day's work at Santa Fe yesterday
For Postmaster, Old Albuquerque,
where George W. Tripp, representative M. L. Albers.
from Las Vegas, introduced a bill
For postmaster, Ranches de Atrisco,
which would legalize bouts under 15 Juan B. Saved ra.
rounds when strictly supervised. It is
For postmaster, Chilili, Raymond
said this measure has an excellent Sanchez.
chance of being passed. That being
For postmaster, Pajarita. Mrs. Fethe case New Mexico is going to find lipe Hubbell.
itself the fistic focus of championship
For postmaster, Los C.riegos, David
finish fights for years to come. The Perea.
state is rapidly growing. It is accesFor postmaster at Braton,
Mrs.
sible by several 'railroads, and if (he Klock.
Hills-boro-
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STARTING, SATURDAY,

Any Suit in the House
Cut. Fit and Made to
Your Measure

j

STANDS FOR

F0R

y

Ros-wel-

Your Prescript ions
eceive Most
0 areful Attention
Fasciae? "Dtiwg Go,

MASTERLY WORK WORTHY
Ipraise and on that account I send you
OF ALL PRAISE.! my most enthusiastic congratulations.
Repeating my thanks for your kind
.
Remarkable Tribute Paid History of attention, I remain as ever your
Itionate friend and servant.
B. M. Read by Famous
j
Scholar of Spain.
ANTONIO A RAG ON MONTE.IO.
Madrid, March 30. 1ft12. j
Marriage License Issued. A marMr. Benjamin M. Read, Santa Fe, N.
riage license was issued Saturday by
M.
Mr. Dear
Sir and Distinguished' M. A. Ortiz, county clerk, to Francis
Friend:
I have the pleasure of ac- - B Nickerson ;ind or.i Hackett, both of
knowledging receipt of your notable Alamosa, Colorado. The couple was
work, the History of New Mexico,' married in the court house by M. B.
which you have so kindly sent to me.! Salazar, justice of the peace. The
I am sincerely grateful for your at-- j bridegroom left immediately for Alatentive courtesy and purpose to read mosa where he is employed by the
with all care your publication, being enver and Rio Grande railroad. The
sure that I will find therein historical bride will remain in the city for two
facts and narratives of great interest ' weeks after which she will join her
As yet I have had time only to make husband.
a cursory examination, and from that
I am convinced
that I have before
Phantom Lovers, a Pathe drama and
me a masterly work worthy of all a good one. It's at the Elks' tonight.

$20
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Value, $45, $40 and $30,

NOW $20.
CAPITAL TAILORS
East Side of Plaza, Next Door to First Nat. Bank
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Better Shoes Our Aim.

WE'VE

a pair of
and

Shoes to please every
foot that comes to us,
better than can be

found at most stores.
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REXALL STO RE,

Phone,

APRIL 20.
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THE SPICY

X

Jim

YOUNG DRESSER
can find his High Toe
Oxfords and Shoes, or
the new Receding Toes
with low, fiat heels.

-

Main 37.

Expert Shoe Service.

SANTA FE, N. M.

v"- -
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Every detail of snappy
shoe making honored

to the limit.

FIND HERE
THE BUSINESS MAN CAN
h IS EASY FIT- -

'v 'Vfi

COMTING, GOOD LOOKING, BROAD-TREAFORTABLE SHOES AND OXFORDS, made
from choice leathers and built to please him by
D,

expert makers.

$3.00, $3.50, $4.00, $4.50, $5.00
'
.
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Trinidad C. de Baca of Wagon Mound, Appointed by Governor McDonald to
Succeed the Present Efficient I nco mbent, Thomas P. Gable. Mr. Baca is
a well known Democratic leader In Mora County and has not yet been
confirmed by the State Senate.

.::

Same Shoe prices you've seen quoted many times, but they
stand for better values here than elsewhere.
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Our
Window
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The Switzerland ,of .America
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MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY, PUBLISHERS.
SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.

Only Daily at State Capital.
CAN REVIEW.
and Industrial Naws. Goes to Every
State. $2.00 a Year.
EL NUEVO MEXICANO.
Larger Circulation Than Any Other Spanish Paper in United States. $2.50
a Year.
FRANK P. STURGES
PAUL A. F. WALTER
Editor and President.
Vice President.
JOHN K. STAUFFER
CHAS. M. STAUFFER
Secretary-TreasureGeneral Manager.

Oldest Daily in the Southwest and
NEW MEXI
Wakes Specialty of Mining, Political
Post Office of

APRIL 22, 1912.

J. F. RHOADS
WOOD WORKER
Manufacturer of

Special Furniture, Lawn

Swings and Seats,
::

Screen Windows,
SHOW

Screen. Doo

CASL-S- .

KMGalesteo Street
SANTA FE, N. M
157 W. ::

Telephone

r.

Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postoffice.
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Daily, six tnonths, by mail
25
Daily, per week by carrier
Weeky 8ix
id
Liauy, per monm, Dy earner
65 Weekly, per year
Daily. ter month, bv mail
7.00 Wekly. per quarter
Daily, per year, by mail
OFFICIAL

EGGS FOR BATCHING

$3.50

100

C. White
Leghorns, 13 Eggs,
Barred Plymouth Rocks, 13 "
Fancy Fresh Table Eggs, doz.

S.

2.00
50

W.LINDHARDT,

PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.

Now is the Time, and this is the Place to spend a Vacation.

The new Mexican is the oldest newspaper in New Mexico. It is sent to
every postoffice in the State, and has a large and growing circulation
among the intelligent and progressiT e people of the Southwest

:::::::::::

Telephone connection.

THE VALLEY RANCH,

:
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county superintendent with
bigger
face all questions,
salary.
They
some of them embarrassing no doubt,
without a quiver and their decisions
are generally based on a better knowl-- j
edge of the facts and principles in-- I
volved than the decision of men
would be under the same circum-stances.

;

PACHECO

TO

motor trip from Santa Fe.
Beautiful Illustrated Booklet sent free on request.

BE

UNSEATED.

(Continued from Page one)
years before and which at that time
were deemed revolutionary. Both the
elections will meet tomorrow forenoon
New Mexico has lagged far behind
and Democratic
to take up the election contest from
Republican
parties
other commonwealths in taking care have lately
ideas that a few
Colfax county of Manuel C. Pacheco
adopted
of its aged. Its destitute, Its unforvs. Manuel C. Martinez, Pacheco claim-- !
years ago they regarded with the same
tunate. Vntil the day when no de- disdain as
ing to have been elected by 400 votes.
anarchy. Ideas that are beserving person needs to suffer for lack ing advanced today and are denounRailroad Men Meet.
of food, clothes and medical atten- ced as radical and subversive of reCurry county has appointed a landThe legislative board of the Brothertion, provided he or she is willing to publican institutions, will be accepted scape gardener who will plant forest hood of Railroad Trainmen of the
work, or provided they are so ill, crip- as matter of fact tomorrow. In other tvees and lay off the court house State of New Mexico met in executive
pled or aged, that they cannot work, words, the "standpatter" has had his grounds into a public park. The city session in this city
Saturday for the
that long New Mexico lias not emerg- day, and the "progressive has come water company has agreed to furnish purpose of
organizing a permanent leed from a certain state of
into his own. The sooner that the old free the necessary water for irrigation
board. Members present:
barbarism. The New Mexican cannot) time leaders recognize this and act in and the county has agreed to pay the gislative
D. A. Mackenzie, chairman of the Gena
new
The
gardener
ex-regular
salary.
!
conceive of a higher public duty,
accordance, the better it will be for
of New Mexico counties is setting eral Grievance Committee of the E. P.
cept it be to teach every individual the old line parties, for after all, un- est
& S. W. Ry., Tucumcari; A. W.
Sheret,
to take care of himself, than to take derlying progressiveness, there must the pace in more than one direction, vice chairman
of the General Grievwhen it is remembered that
especially
common
he
sound
no
care of the indigent, and of
principles, equity,
greater
ance
Committee of the A. T. S. F.
the a few years ago, outside of a ranch Coast Line
cruelty and breeder of crime, than sense. It is in distinguishing
here and
System, Gallup; J. R.
county was an
the uncertainty that is ever with man real progress based on truth and prin- uninhabitedthere, Curry
without
of the Genrailroad, Skidmore,
that he must starve and suffer in case ciple, from that which is unsound, settlements orplain
of eral Grievance Committee A. T. S. F.
prospects
apparent
and
conservathat
ephemeral
wrong,
he is unlucky, falls ill, is crippled, or
settlement.
System, Raton; T. D. Skeen, chairman
is incapacitated by old age. Practical- tive leaders will find their greatest
state legislative board, Clovis; T. II.
service.
To
or
denounce
discard
to
state
Atlantic
from
the
ly, every
That is a great victory for Santa Fe Bangs,
Albuquerque
representing
a
or
a
lnlns
aoctrme,
the Pacific has its poor farms, its
will to obtain summer tourist rates which Lodge No. 570; C. L. Sharp, secretary
because
it is new,
houses, its systematic, public l,lv
no loser be successful, but to test places it on the same footing with of Lodge No. 78, representing Rio
provisions to take care of the indig- favored places in the Rocky Grande Division of the A. T. & S. F.
ent. New Mexico has not. This isnew i(1(Jas with the touchstone of fun-- t' other
un- - Mountains and must mean increased Ry.
as
damental
are
that
principles
in
snHeHni?
nn
thPrP is
tourist travel, especially if such inHouse Bill No. 45, creating the counNew Mexico from poverty or want, varying and as immutable as the laws
resorts as the upper Pe- ty of Sumner, was recommitted,
comparable
that
is
in
the
stars
their
keep
place,
but because New Mexico has been caltrue statesmanship and is a policy cos are made accessible by the commoving that it be committed
loused to the cries that are heard on
that must win out in the end. To be pletion of the Scenic Highway. Now to the Committee on Judiciary to make
every side, even in Santa Fe. Lack of
ahead of the times, but not altogether for a tourist hotel!
a technical correction, as to bond isfinances can be no excuse, for human- jaa prophet
charlatan, is the essential nowsues that it go to the Committee on
self
and
of
law
first
the
preservaity
E. Ways and Means, so that a
of political or any other leader-- i
Director of the Mint George
adays
delegation
tion demand
that provision must ship.
Roberts in his annual report made from Guadalupe
county
might be
be made for the indigent. Even now,
public today, shows the astounding heard against the measure and a dethey are taken care of in a haphazard, OPPORTUNITY AND RESPONSIBIfact that the production of gold in legation from Fort Sumner in favor
tax
costs
manner
paywasteful
that
the world has increased from
of the bill. A debate ensued in which
LITY.
ers three to four times as much and
in 1S90, to $154,000,000 in 1910. Llewellyn, Catron, Clancy, Blanchard
The first state legislature has a
is pitiably inefficient as compared with
The bill was
large opportunity; it also has a great Might it be true after all, that it isn't and others participated.
systematic provision by the state.
the price of commodities that has risen recommitted to the Committee on JuIn Europe, the problem has been responsibility.
The next few weeks must demon- of late years but that it is the price diciary, the motion of Clancy being
greatly simplified by the old age penlost 30 to 15.
strate
whether its majority consists of of gold that has gone down?
sion system and compulsory insurance
House Joint Resolution No. 19, by
; statesmen or of mere politicians who in
A
few
illness.
and
accidents
against
Governor Shafroth has just appoint- - Nichols,
the
scramble
for
self
appropriating a thousand dolrevolution-a
this
seemed
aggrandizement
years ago,
tho first wmimn nn the medical lars for the
needs
Euof
Mississippi flood sufferers
the
their
constituents
forget
ary, socialistic doctrine but today
board of the Centennial
State. Of was
unanimously, 39 voting.
passed
rope accepts it as a matter of course and of the state at large,
course, the old line physicians, who On motion of
Before each man, naturally, the
Burg and Nichols, after
and sentiment is also rapidly crystal-still cling to obsolete rules of ethics
in its favor in the United States, sires of his own particular community, are up in arms, but the general pub-- j a slight verbal amendment by Smith,
So staid a magazine and so conserva- - the wishes of his particular friends, lie is with Governor Shafroth and his substituting "unfortunate people," for
five a writer as Robert Grant, says loom largest. Whether this fact is just idea that women should have "unfortunate American citizens."
Just before adjournment there was
for instance, in the May number of to obscure real public duty and the representation on boards which deal
an
wider
to
seen.
be
explosion in the House over the
remains
patriotism
that magazine:
with affairs of women as much as
There may be some satisfaction in a they do with affairs of men.
change of name by the House from
"I am confident that the time is
"Hinkle" to "Gage" of the new county
coming, and is not far off when so- little personal triumph, or in putting
with Hope as county seat, Rogers deover
it
the
but
will
ever
apother
that
it
that
fellow,
ashamed
be
will
ciety
TITANIC FACTS WERE
the published report that he
nouncing
not
New
forein
the
Mexico
for
the
relief
of
place
proached the question
SUPPRESSED. had
engineered the change because of
aged from any other front as it was expected this legisla-poin- t
Impecunious
enmity to Senator Hinkle and Gage
of view xcept their dire neces-- i ture would do. The Constitutional
(Continued rrom rage One.)
reading a telegram from his father,
oldconvention
a
well
task
the
its
When
performed
sities.
you conjure up
that the name be changed to
asking
sound
a
for
a
line
behold
argument
long
single house evidence the Senate is seeking to
age pension list you
The House adjourned to 2
Hinkle.
which stretches out to the crack of instead of the bicameral system. It throw on the catastrophe that sank
m. Tuesday.
p.
doom millions of lazy, shiftless mor- is for the present legislature to rea- the Titanic, sent almost 1,600 persons
tals reaching out their dirty palms for lize the hope and justify the confid- to their death and plunged the world
Call for a Democratic State Conthe pittance which the State provides ence that the people manifested by into mourning.
vention.
after they have become unfitted to electing the members.
Didn't Spirit Crew Away.
Purusant to the instructions of the
There is many a man who would be
labor. Your frenzied imagination deMr. Franklin denied that the White Democratic State Central Committee
picts human ambition palsied, filial proud of the opportunity to write up- Star company had any intention to of New Mexico at a meeting held in
on
the statute books the first state spirit away from the country any Tiand the pittance
love atrophied,
N. M., Feb. 12th, 1912, a
swollen by the greed of the multitude laws and to fashion them witn a wider tanic officers or crew or that the plans Albuquerque,
of Democrats
to a ruinous allowance for everybody, view than merely local or personal to return the survivors of the crew delegates convention
New Mexico is hereby called
of
will
which
of
who would be proud were prompted by any desire to supthe inevitable sequence
considerations;
to be held at Clovis, N. M., on Tues-- ;
with the other legislabe universal bankruptcy. The difficul- to
press the facts. He said that nothing
14th, at 10 o'clock e. m. for
ty is that you underestimate both the tors and the executive, irrespective of that the officers or crew could tU day, May
of selecting eight dele- the
purpose
comand
to
its
nature
of
human
the
for
foundations
the would affect what might he told by
party,
lay
dignity
and
alternates to repre
eight
gates
I
to
foresee
am unable
mon sense.
prosperity and advancement of a great surviving passengers.
sent the state of New Mexico at the
the likelihood of any such carnival state.
First Hearing in New Caucus Room. National democratic convention to be
It is taken for granted that every
of extravagance as the result of reThe inquiry christened the luxur- held
in the city of Baltimore, Md., on
lieving the individual superannuated member of the House, every member ious caucus room of the Senate, re- June
25th, 1912, for the purpose of
in the struggle of life rrom the re of the Senate, every State official, is garded as perhaps the handsomest
candidates
nominating Democratic
I see in it animated by the desire to do the best executive
room
in
world.
proach of mendicancy.
the
hearing
for President and Vice President of
for
more
a
commonwealth
the
This
of
In
the working
enlightened
its center, sat the
being
sense of justice, which refuses longer the case, it should be easy to find with Senator William Alden Smith of the United States for the Democratic
to lay almost hysterical stress on the some common basis for action, to get Michigan presiding. Jammed about party.
The various counties in the state
frailties of hu.nan nature as the under- together in dignified manner. Personal the long table which the committee
are
entitled to representation at said
and
of
had
have
lack
of
cause
success, rivalry
human
petty politics
lying
occupied were witnesses and spectabut weighs in the same scale with their day, now give statesmanship a tors. Among them were Senators and convention to be held at Clovis, on
for each one
the basis of one
these the other contributing factors, chance!
Representatives and their wives, Ba- hundred votes ordelegate
over fifty
fraction
some congenital, some due to oppor
ron von Hingel-Mullethe Austrian
The New Mexico Journal of Educa- - Ambassador,
and other representa- votes cast for the Democratic oanditunity and chance, which contribute
to the production of the man who has lion for April is a very strong mini tives of diplomatic and official circles, date for Governor at the general elecrusted out. It means the growing re-- 1 ber especially from the legislative and many women mostly from the na- tion held November 7th, 1911, and
Its opening aphorism: tional gathering of the Daughters of on this basis the representation from
cognition that henceforth sheer failure (standpoint.
j various counties
iu the states shall
under our economic system is not to "Education is the state's business," is the American Revolution.
be regarded as a crime, the punish-- ! tne keynote for what follows. The Committee Will Examine Survivors. b; as follows:
31
that "the circumstances
Many of the Titanic's surviving pas- Bernalillo
ment for which is starvation or an argument
20
almshouse without regard to extenua-- whi('h "Iaoe on child in a 1,oor dis'- sengers will be called to give evidence Chaves
trict should not be allowed to pre- before the committee. It is expected Colfax
19
ting circumstances, for which the sys- "
will ' Curry
notable
witnesses
;..io
the
that
tem itself is partly responsible. The!c"1
among
14
o
i ;,ua
O,.o..ias the child in a rich district," is sup- - be Mrs. John Jacob Astor, Mrs. J. B. Dona Ana
pleinented by "it is to the interest of Thayer and Colonel Archibald.
15
Eddy
age in that it presented no larger ele- the
city that the rural population
15
Smith cautioned the crowd Grant
Senator
ment of fault in the victim than that should
be as intelligent and well edu10
demonstration when J. S. Guadalupe
of thousands; and the mistake
against
you
own
and
as
its
inhabitants",
cated
Lincoln
6
gentlemen make is in assuming that a 'both are sound propositions that un Boxhall, third officer of the Titanic
6
modest provision by the State in lieu 'derlie the county unit and the county and one of the four officers to survive Luna
4
for those incapaci- high school bills now pending in the the disaster was called as the first wit- McKinley
of the
.
13
ness.
When
third officer Boxhall Mora
tated by age or infirmity for the labor legislature.
7
entered the room, Senator Smith ask- Otero
or employment in which they have
A. Quay
called
P.
aside
and
12
him
to
ed
step
will
tempt
grown feeble,
humanity
The Locomotive Firemen and Enginof the In Rio Arriba
12
in the gross to throw economy to the eer's Magazine for April, prints
an S. Franklin,
Roosevelt
g
...
winds and wallow in idleness. As Mrs. illustrated write-uof Albuquerque ternational Mercantile Marine Coms
Foote says, I have not such a meai: and incidentally of New Mexico from pany. He began to question Mr. Sandoval ...... ...
San Juan
8
opinion of human nature, despite our the lien of H. B. Hening, secretary of Franklin as to the companies compri San
22
Miguel
May 20 sing the corporation, its connections
disreputable Civil War pension sta- the Bureau of Immigration.
Santa Fe
14
to 24, the Grand Union meeting of and its capitalization.
tistics."
Sierra
g
locomotive firemen and engineers of
You cannot get up to date printing Socorro
the country is to be held at the
14
AHEAD OF THE TIMES.
material Taos
Duke City and the article is the right jnless you have
10
greatest kind of advertising that will double and facilities. The New Mexican Torrance
Many of the nation's
g
statesmen have been unsuccessful the number that would have been in Printing Company has both, and at Union
14
natural
that
the same time expert mechanics. Valencia ... ... .
attendance otherwise.
politicians. It is quite
3
men of deep thought, of wide vision,
Your orders are always assured perTotal, delegates ...
,.311
are generally years and even generaThe five women county school su- sonal attention.
The Democratic central committees
tions ahead of their times. But peo- perintendents of New Mexico are doof the respective counties are requestmore
than
live
learn
and
well.
rapidly
ple
ing
Subscribe for the Santa Fe New ed to hold primaries and county con
Comparisons are odious, but
formerly. It is given many a states- - it is true, that they give more of their Mexican, the paper that boosts all of ventions at an early date to the end
his life the adop- time, thought and energy to their the time and works for the upbuild that full
man to . see during
.
.
representation from every
1
.
1. :
l
i. v
.1
i
it
uou
oi' mean mm lie jireacueu' Bevviai yuuuu uuues man does many a male ing of our new Stat
county may be In attendance at said
TAKING CARE OF THE DESTITUTE
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An ideal

28-mi-
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VALLEY RANCH, NEW MEXICO.

All Democrats and citiconvention.
zens irrespective of past Darty pflilia-tionwho believe in the objects
sought to be attained by the Democratic party, are requested to participate in said primaries and the selection of delegates to said convention.
All county conventions must be held
not later than Friday, May 10th, 1912.
A meeting of the members of the
Democratie state central committee is
also hereby called to meet at Clovis,
on the 14th day of May, 1912, at 9
o'clock a. m. for the purpose of transacting such business as may properly
come before the committee at said
time.
A. H. HUDSPETH,
Chairman, Dem. State Central Com.
N. B. LAUGHLIN,
Dem. State Central Com.

FIRST

.40

Palace Ave.

Subscribe
for the Santa Fe New
Mexican, the paper 'hat booBts all
of the time and works for the
upbuilding of our new State.

NATIONAL

BANK

THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION
IN NEW MEXICO.
Loans money on the 'most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic
transfers of money to all parts of the civilized world on as
liberal terms as are given by any
agency, public or private. Liberal advances made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank executes
all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and will extend
to them as liberal treatment in ail directions as is consistent with sound banking.
money-transmitti-

sim-wor- k
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$1.00

J. PALEN, President.
L. A. HUGHES,
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OW BEAUTIFUL It would be
k.
to live In a World ttrhprp cwrn
we
met unconsciously revealed in
being
look and word and action, In the slight-e- st
gesture and movement, the divine In- tention of his creation! It is because little children do so, for the first brief
months of their lives, that they charm us
and captivate us. And It Is In the simplicity
of being without dissimulation, and from
the depths of our souls, JuBt what we were
meant to be, that we become as little
children, and with them enter into the
kingdom of heaven. The world seems to
force us to put on masks and veils to hide
what is most real In us behind some conventional caricature of ourselves.
Lucy Larcorru

WAYS THAT ARE NEW OF
MEATS.

SERV-IN-

J.

;

B. READ.

Cashier.
Assistant

F. McKANE,

t.

PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

Cashier.

4

!

'

:

How About

That Fire Insurance?

IS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED ?

;

1

g

1

j

j

j

,

j

i

:

Think About It!
THE

ESPE

THE PALACE

Coronado Restaurant
.

well-floure- d

CUSTOM MADE SHOES
Man's Mind as a Garden.
A man's mind may be likened to a
garden, which may be intelligently
cultivated, or allowed to run wild;
but whether cultivated or neglected,
it must, and will bring forth. If no
useful seeds are put into it, then an
abundance of useless
will
e
fall therein, and will continue to
their kind. James Allea.
weed-seed-

Just Received, a New Line of

GRIFFITH'S
Low & High Top Shoes
You Are
Cordially Invited to
Call and

s

pre-duc-

j

"s

'

work-hous-

e

;

.

p

ELS

THE MONTEZUMA

;

;

Then Act!

-Take four to eight cutlets of lamb
or mutton, trim off the superfluous
fat,, scrape the bone neatly and dust
with nutmeg, celery salt, salt and pepMOULTON COMPANY
per, and sprinkle with a little chopped
onion, add a half pint of peas, an
GENERAL AGENTS.
SANTA FE, N. M.
ounce of bacon cut small, a few new
potatoes and a cup of stock. The potatoes must be parboiled before adding to the dish. Cook in a hot oven
and serve the chops with a garnish of
the potatoes and peas.
Cutlets a la Espagnol. Take four
AND
to six cutlets prepared as above, dust
them with salt and pepper.
Have
ready a cup of boiled rice, mix it with
Put the
plenty of tomato catsup.
rice in a greased paper bag and place
Now Under the Same Managemen
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
the cutlets on top; place in the oven
and cook for thirty minutes in a modThe only GOOD HOTELS in the Capital City of New Mexico. Rooms
J1
"
erately hot oven.
If one is using gas and have only a
en suit with private baths. Cuisine and table service unexcelled.
hot plate, paper bag cookery is not
prohibitive, for with a little ingenuity Large Sample Rooms.
THOS. DORAN, Proprietor
one may arrange a fine oven. A deep
cover
with
a
and
skillet
good tight
trivet of a wire dishcloth or any
metal which will keep the bag from
touching the bottom, may be used.
Light the gas and put in the bag and
roast as if It were an oven.
.
Get a pound of lean, chopped veal,
less two ounces, which supply with
& Night. Regular Meals 25c
two ounces of suet; season well and Short Orders run Day
make Into a cake. Put into a butin
connection. Hoi & Cold Baths. Electric Lights
Furnished rooms
tered bag with slices of onion and tomato laid over the meat and a few 222San Francisco Street
G. Ll'PE HERRERA,
::
::
Prop.
butter. Bake
pieces of
on the trivet in the skillet

ELK'S THEATRE

Inspect Them.

B. TONN1ES,

'204 W. Palace Ave.

iBI

Tuesday Night, April 23
8:30 O'clock.

Williams'
Jubilee

UP : TO : THE : MINUTE
INSURANCE

.............

INOVATION
AN
THE DUPLEX IDEA
A very atA combination of Life and Accident Insurance.

tractive contract written by the

RELIANCE LIFE INSURANCE

Singers.
Prices...50c, 75c.,&$I.(

OF PITTSBURG, PA.,

wherein a person buying a Reliance Life Policy can buy at the same time
an Accident Policy for about twenty-fiv- e
per cent less than accident
companies can afford to sell them separately.
.
IT IS A FACT I
THIS IS NOT A THEORY 1

.... .....

,

We will be pleased to

Genera Agents,
Reserved Seats on Sale at Fischer Drug
Store, Monday, April 22.

COMPANY

Reliance

las.

Co

jo

over The Duplex Idea with you.

HALL & HALL

21 Capital (my
Bank BulMIng,

SANTA FE,
N. M.

TEE SANTA FE XEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE. X.

APRIL 22, 1912.

MONDAY,
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FIVE

cero and Floreiicio Montoya of Las
E
Cruces, came up with Sheriff Lucero
&
DCDCHMIII MCMTIflM
from Dona Ana county yesterday. Mr.!
in
Lucero will remain over until toiuor-- ,
row.
FASHIONABLE MILLINSheriff Felipe Lucero, one of the'
THE ANTI S DAUGHTER.
most efficient peace officers in New ERY.
see
Come
"Mother, may I go out to vote?"
'Shame, oh, shame, my darling Mexico, and several deputies, were in
of
Santa Fe yesterday from
Cruces,,
daughter!
having brought in eleven prisoners;
Voting's bad for the complexion,
etc.
for the penitentiary.
Ruinous to female wits;
William Mcl'.i au, attorney and mi'm-- i
And excitement
RICHEST PROFUSION
Your Patronage Solicited
Doubtless, dear, would give you fits! her of the constitutional convention,1
in
home
his
enroute
is
for
in
the
city
Vote, you say, my darling daughter?
in
now on
Slizme, oh, shame! You hadn't orter!" Taos. He has been attending the pes125 Palace Ave.
con-- j
Trails
National
sions
Old
the
of
of
. E. LAUGHLIN, President
H. F. STEPHENS. Cashier,
E. S. Sw eet, deputy clerk of Socorro, vention in Kansas City, Mo.
W. E. GRIFFIN Asst. Cashier
Solomon Luna, national committee-- ;
is a visitor in the city and a guest at
diman, is in the city to attend the ses-- ; ant governor of Michigan and well
the Palace.
goods
Miss Clara D. True, of the Espanoia sions of the evecutive committee of: known New Mexico journalist ant! orafrom
valley, is a visitor in Santa Fe and a the State Republican Central Commit-- j tor, will deliver the commencement
we will
tee. He came up from Los Lunas yes- - address at the School of Mines, So-- !
guest at the .Montezuma.
Established I856.
Incorporated I903.
exercised
we
corro, on May Ifi.
I. Appel, a businessman of Las Ve- terday and is stopping at the Palace,
you
Governor X. C. McDonald came!
gas, arrived in the city Saturday and
Meningitis Scare Unfounded.
conto
last
Fe
Santa
down
from
is stopping at the Montezuma.
night
Mounted Policeman J. A. Street,
merR. W. Bryant, the attorney of Al- ler wuu seveiai ptotmnem
peupie. an(j Dr
r) xk.nols ma(ie a trip
our Muslin Underwear.
buquerque, arrived in the city yester- Among those with whom he talked on f rom Tllcunic,ari t0 j,osmu.ro, Union
state matters was Howell Earnest, cmmty
day and registered at tne Palace.
to4nve8t,pate a g0are tnPJ. nad
who has been examining the books thers said
J. S. Eaves, a sheep raiser of
to ,ie meningitis.
Easy money for you.
They
New Spring Wash Dresses and
of
at
Ana
the Dona
county treasurer
arrived in Santa Fe yesterday
f(mud tnat tnrt.p )ers(ms nad di5d, lmt
Las Cruces, and who came up yester- ,r()m othe).
us show you how.
and is stopping at the Montezuma.
Umt
an(J
the
stare
f.ulst,s
r
Journal.
Dr. V. R. Lawrence, the physician day evening.-Alliuque- rque
Aprons.
witnom fo,lndation.
On Wednesday
I n Quality and Prices we are right.
of Fort Sumner, is in the city in the
morning of next
Santa Fe Electric Laundry.
WHITE DRESSES,
..no,
interest of a proposed new county.
The ganta Fe E!e(.trjC laundry, ai
,,,.,,6,...
will
the first choice.
R. Smythe, good roads engineer of Mr. and Mrs. O. G. Schaefer,
this
c.01.pol.ation l0(ated in tnis (.ity
DRESSES.
GINGHAM
forwith headquarters at Las
Vegas, become the bride of Carlos Dunn,
flled an amendnlent
to its
1101.ning
ade only from good materials.
drove to Glorieta in a motor car yes merly of
Vegas, but now cashier (.harter wi(h tne s(ate corpraUon
e
Ail Serge Dresses, Prices
of the Taos Valley bank.
The mar- - coramission
terday.
raising its total capital!-are
one
can
tell
will
in
occur
right.
they
a
ceremony
at
Celestino Ortiz,
"y
merchant
riage
Ranging from
zation to $10,000. The amendment is
formerly in business at San- Church of the Immaculate Conception certified t0 bv F,.Pd Kornoff pi.Psident,
ta Fe, is in the Capital on a political anu win ue auenuyu o.uy uy inemuei and c w Fairfield, secretary.
Night Gowns from 50c to $3.00.
i ne
oi tne two iamines.
weamng
mission.
Treasurer's Receipts.
R. H. Simes, register of the land reception will occur at 10:00 o'clock
The following sums of money were
on
Seventh
of
at
the
sure
home
the
Schaefer
on
in
office
J3e
at Las Cruces, is
the city
place.
received in the office of State Treapolitical matters. He is a guest at street. The young couple are both surer O. N. Marron this
morning: W.
well known here and have many
the Palace.
Remember ihe name.
friends who wish them happiness. D Newcomb, deputy county clerk of
J. D. Graham, a stockman of
Socorro county, co.irt fees. $170.05;
Qn south side of Plaza,
Eddy county, arrived in the Miss Schaefer has been the guest of W. D.
appeal to the lady wishvariety of colors are
Newcomb, deputy county clerk
showof
a
honor
number
beautiful
at
'and registered at the
city
yesterday
ers, luncheons and teas during the of Sierra county, court fees, $.5.43;
AND COMFORT
Montezuma.
gelipian Bros. Co.
ing to secure
W. D. Newcomb, deputy county clerk
W. W. Cox, treasurer of Dona Ana past week. Las Vegas Optic.
.
$153.-S5Dr. and Mrs. J. A. Rolls left this! of Valencia county, court fees,
county, whose home-- ' is in Las Cruces.
is a visitor in the city and a guest at afternoon on a journey to the eastj
Come one and all.
Eleven Recruits for Penitentiary.
the Palace.
and will visit Europe before returning
Sheriff Lucero of Dona Ana county
Mrs. L. C. Classner, a resident of to Santa Fe beginning
of August.
Qnly give us a call.
Picaeho, Lincoln county, is in the city From here they go to Chatham, Cana- yesterday lodged the following eleven
HONEST PRICES
on legal business.
She is stopping at da, their former home where they prisoners in the penitentiary: Arturo,
Agent for the ROYAL TAILORS.
'
the Coronado.
will leave their children, Alfred and Jesus and Martin Barela, one year
each for larceny.
The three are
A. B. St roup the attorney of Albua
Kathleen.
After
postgraduate
querque, who was a candidate for state course at a New York hospital, Dr. brothers. Leonardo Minjares, Desideeacn
uurg-sai- l
tor
'"""a"ne
year
of
will!'10
Rolls
instruction,
Mrs.
public
Rolls,
superintendent
3S
accompanied by
for England, where Dr. Rolls willjlary: Luz R()bl.os' (,ne yt'!lr to eiShtwn
is,ln, the city.
Dr. A. A. Dearduff, the physician of do further medical work and then be- - months for 1,gllir': """ (:". tw0
a horse:
Lovington, Eddy county, arrived in tore returning in Ymv Vnrk visit thpito tnree '(ars for larceny of
!
the city yesterday and is a guest at principal capitals and other places of M'inuel Carrion, one to two years for
Phone 36.
P. O. Box, 219.
Galof
neat cattle; Francisco
the Montezuma.
note in Europe. Before leaving this larceny
C. C. Henry, a merchant of
Fort afternoon, the Boy Scouts, of whom legos, two years, for burglary; Manuel
A
Our Line of Muslin Underwear has arrived and
Sumner, arrived in Santa Fe Saturday Dr. Rolls Is the scoutmaster, present Villanueva, two to three years for as- sault with intent to kill: Agustin Salin 1he interest of the new county. He ed him with a traveling case. Durin
ever
line
that
the
finest
on
is
display. Positively
is at the Palace.
his absence Rev. B. Z. McCollough will cid" "ne y?ar tor assault with in,ent
came to Santa Fe. We are the recognized leadto kill.
H. M. Dougherty, the attorney and be acting scoutmaster.
Seven Lakes Company.
ers in the Muslin Underwear, and we are living
A
Democratic leader of Socorro, arrived
Mrs. W. J. Mills was hostess yesThe Seven Lakes Drilling and Main
'
:
:
in the Capital yesterday and registersee.
and
Come
to
that
afternoon
at
on
it
her
home
up
reputation.
the
terday
of Gallup, McKin- ed at the Palace.
corner of Seventh street and Baca tenance Company
K
nieu papers
cuumy, mis uioiiiiug
iey
H. B. Hamilton, district attorney, avenilA at n h'ltiilcnmolv
.
ixiinfnrl
"
160 ACRE PATENTED RANCH
'u'"reu ot incorporation with. the state corpo- it
u
u
arrived in the city from his home in i
vnss
ot
Heienration commlssion Tne company was
Carrizozo Saturday afternoon and regof Old
K
who on the morning
ADOLF
ofjforn)d lne artiele8 det.law t0 con.
istered at the Palace.
will
be
next,
Wednesday
a Judge M. C. Meehem of the Seventh wedlock to Carlos Dunn. joined in duct an oi, an wat(,r devp,0pment
it
The table buB,ne88. The capital is given at
Judicial District, whose home is in was adorned
Vnnno-nf
by a beautiful center-- , ?r,000 dividpd ,nt0 50nou shal.PS val.
Socorro, is in the city on legal mat- Piece of
bright;red carnations and ued at $1 eaP
at )ar. Twenty-fivHouse,
j ters. He is at the Palace.
asparagus fern and light was furnish- - thousand d,iars has actually been
J. C. McXary, county commissioner ed by candles toned down
be sold
red subscribed by the following: C. Her- by
of Dona Ana county, arrived in the
1 ""u u,r lKi!lve-FIRE
INSURANCE
FIRE
bert Diamond, Gallup, 250 shares; E.
. .
capital from his home Berino Sat- V
ft urday, and is stopping at the Palace. a neurons eignt course luncheon n MPVpr T.n Anglos r.nn KhnrPKm ocivcu. ivus. ;vii;is guests., were M. L. Cummings, Los Angeles, 250
A. F. Barncastle, county commis- Miss Helen
Miss Marie
Schaefer,
shares; J. W. Wray, Los Angeles, 500
sioner of Dona Ana county, arrived Schaefer, Miss
ORCHARD WITH LARGE DWELLING,
ra
Mary Coors, Miss Lor-- shares. The company was incorpoin Santa Fe from his home in Dona na
Miss Marguerite Ru- rated
Johnson,
E.
C.
C.
Herbert
Diamond.
by
Ana Saturday and registered at the dolph, Miss
CORALL.
AND
SHEDS
BARN,
Gladys
Gibson, Miss
and M. L. Cummings.
Palace.
INSURANCE, SURETY BONDS, REAL ESTATE.
Heather Hill, Miss Mildred Brown, Meyer
'1
Company
Incorporates.
Milling
Mrs. F. E. Nuding, of Santa Fe, is Miss May Ross. Miss Florence
s
119 San Francisco St. tJ spending two weeks in the city as a
The Denting Milling and ConstrucPhone, Red 189.
and Mrs. O. G. Schaefer. Las
TO
tion Company of Deming, Luna counguest of her mother and father, Mr. Vegas Optic.
ty, this morning filed articles of inand Mrs. W. H. Hahn. Albuquerque
corporation Tvith the state corporation
LJournal.
Room 8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.
iEDWIN GOULD' RESIGNS
O
commission. The company will conEdward A. Mann, the attorney of Alra
PRESIDENCY OF RAILROAD. duct a
general contracting and conbuquerque, is in the city to attend the
LIABILITY
HEALTH
meeting of the executive committee (By Special Lpnsefl Wire to Now Mexican) struction business under the charge
ACCIDENT
of the Republican State Central Comof I. W. Sallee, statutory agent. The
Xew York, April 22. Edwin Gould
mittee today.
YOU NEVER GO WRONG ON WHAT YOU BUY HtRc
capital of the concern is given at
H. R. Parsons, a business man of has resigned as president, of the St.
divided into 230 shares with a
The Best of Everything at Right Prices. Filigree Work of Jj Fort Sumner, is in the city in the in- Louis Southwestern railroad and has par value of $100 each. The company
been
elected
chairman
of
the
uecoboard,
terest of a proposed new county with a
every Description, silverware, uui mass,
will begin b'isiness with a paid up
newly created office. Mr. Gould is
,
rated China, Watches, Clocks, Etc.
Fort Sumner as the seat. He is a succeeded
to the nrpcirtennv hv V TI capital of $3,700. The names of the
addres-generguest at the Palace.
and incorporators, their postoffice
W. D. Newcomb, deputy county Brittort, formerly
subscrib
of
amount
stock
and
ses
the
manaeer. Mr RHftm, alan
clerk of Socorro county, formerly of has been
ed by eacn tonows:
j. a. lurney,
made general manager.
Santa Fe, arrived in the city yester
The directors have approved
Deming, 10 shars; J. W. Sallee, Demthe
When you pack your winter clothing and furs, get
day from his home in Socorro and reg- terms of the new
2
$100,000,000 first ter ing, 15 shares; F. Moran, Deming,
a RED CEDAR CHEST and you will have no moth
istered at the Palace.
Hosack, Deming, 5
and unifying five per cent mort-- ' shares; J. C.
minal,
trouble.
Lu
E.
Moreno, Juan
Deputy Sheriff
shares; M. C. Rodolf, Deming, 5
gage authorized by the stockholders.

TRUST CO.

UNITED STATES BANK

CAPITAL 850,000 00
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ices a General Banking

Business

New Embroideries,

Beedinfs

trimmed

large display

hats, patterns, shapes,

j

MRS. W.pDHARDT,

Flounciiigs

have just
tN are

j

arrived and
a
display

very great variety
new patterns and prices.
are bought
These
rect
the importer at
the right prices, and
assure
great care and pains to

j

secure dependable

chandise.
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All-Ove-

ONE-PIEC-

ONE-PIEC-

One-Piec-

1
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$4.00 to $15.00

K
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New Mannish Shirt Waists in a great

Lov-ingto-

surejo

IbothQUALITY

W. N. TOWNSEND & CO.

i

I

K. MR;

SELIGIi

-

Here is Where We Lead

Glorieta Battle Field

.

J

FOR SALE

in center

hfst

nfrharA

Growing timber on property.
Cattle Houses, Chickens. Must
Low price to cash purchaser.

.

'rr1 "'""

Glorieta Battle

riciu. nuuui

niltivatinn

t

uuuti

vrifr ifs.

Stable,

i

at once.

e

j

j,.'.

uu

-

z

O. C. WATSON & CO.

Hos-kin-

Z

u

JEWELRY

$25,-00-

h.

C. YONTZ,

FUNERAL DIRECTORS
License Numbers,

'

li. S. KAUNE &

Day or Night Phone, 130 Red.

66-6-

Next Door to Postoffice

GO

Where Prices are Lowest
for Safe Quality.

When Your Glasses Break

USE

BossPatent Flour

SEND THEM TO

AND YOUR BREAD TROUBLE

TAUPERT, MFG. OPTICIAN,

ARE OVER.

Lenses ground either to match broker ones
or to Occulists' Prescription.

WORK

'

ff jNEW
M
I
Y
A
g

a

IH
1

BY FIRST MAIL.

RETURNED

Mi,XIOAJN

better treatment of your

CO.

Local Agents for

"Elastic" Bookcase
and Desk combisieiS.
A Desk UnU with few ot
many Book Units as desired,
The only perfect combination
desk and bookcase ever made.
Roomy, convenient, attrac- tive. we want to snow you
its advantages and possi- bilities. C; a, write or phone

digestive organs.

;

SM
ffiESf
BPs&'b&W?.

yKStoalmNfLv
flaljWp
S2lrfijSlB

feSSKSPJif
ggBSj"S5SHB
"

A

::

::

Grapes, Oranges,
5

.V
;

Grape Fruit, Apples.
FRESH VEGETABLES DAILY

B ';

fl

it
II

li

RAIN

f

system.
AND COLD DISAPPOINT
MANY BASEBALL FANS.

e

Boston-Brookly-

'

H.

S. KAUNE

5

GO.

Where Prices are Lowest
..... ior.Safe Quality.

Especially Low Prices

THE

AKERS-WAGNE-

...ON...

FURNITURE AND

R

UNDERTAKING

Tailored Hats
and Flowers

COMPANY.

FOR TWO WEEKS AT

MISS

A.

MUGLER,

JAMES C. McCONVERY,

Southeast of Plaza.

CE CREA,

Hardy Plants and Flowers in their Season.
Phone. Black 204.

415

Palace Avenue.

n

NOTES

Reform School Superintendent Leaves.
J. W. Kirkpatrick, superintendent
of the New Mexico Reform School, has
resigned and has left with Mrs. Kirkpatrick and two sons, for his former
home at Hutchinson, Kansas.
Paroled by Governor.
The following prisoners were paroled by Governor McDonald on April
20th: Wm. Satterwhite, 1 year to 20
months, Chaves
county; Valentine
Gutierrez, 1 to 2 years, Grant county.
Commencement Address at School of
Mines.
J. 'Wight Giddings, former lieuten- ,

RIGHT!

When you want furniture of any kind come to the
RELIABLE FURNITURE HOUSE OF

Boston-Washingto-

OFFICIAL

2

ENAMEL FURNITURE

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Association.
Indianapolis, April 22. Indianapolis-Milwaukegame postponed, cold.
22. Louisville-Kansa- s
Louisville,
April
City game postponed, rain.
Made to order at THE JERSEY
National.
Brooklyn, N. Y., April 22.
RANCH, Moriarty, N. M. 80 cts.
game postponed.
per gallon in 5 gallon lots for plain
American.
vanilla. Cream 5 cts. per gallon
22.
Boston, April
game postponed, ralu.
extra for small lots. Cream guar-

Fresh Oysters, Fish, Poultry,

,1f
t

representing the anthracite
miners and operators conferred here
today for what is expected to be the
final session, as a settlement of the
demands of the miners, it is underbeen virtually
stood, has already
reached. The basis is said to be a
five per cent increase in wages and
an indirect recognition of the union.
There will be no acceptance of the

c

was

filed.

(By Special Leased wire to New Mextenn)
Xew York, April 22. The

check-of-

Flour quality varies according to wheat quality.
Poor wheat mean? poor
flour, poor flour means
poor bread. The gluten
in hard wheat is the element that makes the
bread raise. Hard wheat
is rich in gluten that's
why it's hard. The more
gluten the wheat contains the less flour you
have to use that's why
the use of BOSS PATENT
FLOUR means real economy, better results and

EAST LAS VEGAS, N. M.

shares.
A certificate of non liability

MINERS AND OPERATORS
HAVE REACHED AGREEMENT.

JOSEPH B. HAYWARD, MANAGER,

DO IT

SS"-- f

MULLIGAN & RISING,

FOR RENT

0

'

ut

GOODS

SELIGMAN

anteed piire.
A.J.JAMES,

:

MORIARTY, N. M.

S. C. Buff Orpingtons
Eggs for Hatching.

CAPITAL COAL YARD
PHONE 85 MAIN.

Coal

a'm? RETAt l

SWASTIKA LUMP
CERILLOS LUMP
STEAM COAL
ANTHRACITE COAL,

Wood

FACTORY WOOD
SAWED WOOD
CORD WOOD

ALL SIZES.

Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot.

$1.5Q13Eggs
MAMMOTH

PEKIN

DUCKS

Ejfgs for Hatching

$2.00

11

EGGS !

CHAS. A. WHEELON,
Phone Red 204, 315 Palace Ave.

FIRST-CLAS- S

For Hire

HACK SERVICE- -

at Popular Prices Buggies and Saddle

CORRICK'S HACK LINE

:::

THEODORfc

lUKKlU,

Prop r

JS

ft

Phone Black 132.

i

Horses- -

k
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Mr.s. Lizzte 11. Hesshkimetc, of Lincoln, Neb., 529 "C St.,
Fays: I scud a testimonial with much pleasure so that some
sx'.Tcriiii; woman may know the true worth of your remedies.
I was a great sufferer from female troubles but after taking
( ne
bottle of i'r. Pierce's Favorite Prescription, which a
md advised me to take, I found myself very much Im
AitiT taking three more Dottles,
proved.
using two
iioxfS of Dr. Pierce s Lotion Taoleta, I found myself on the
Kid
five
r
to recovery.
I was in poor health for
years but
now I am cured.
"I hojK! all women sufferinfr from female weakness will
give Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription a fair trial.

(Head CP)
2
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A man cannot understand the torture end suffering many women endure
uncomplainingly. If the majority of men suffered as much pain and endured with
patience the weakening sicknesses that most women do, they would ask for
immediate sympathy and look for a quick cure.
Many women have been saved from a life of misery and suffering by turning
to the right remedy Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription a remedy which is safe
to take because containing no narcotics, alcohol or injurious ingredients. It is an
alterative extract of roots, made with pure glycerin, and first given to the public
by that famous specialist in the diseases of women Dr. R. V. Pierce, of the
Invalids' Hotel and Surgical Institute of Buffalo, N. Y.

Company.
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WOMEN TAKE NOTICE!

Louis Rocky ML &

Pacific
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Lv
Ar
klatou, N.M
M.
X'
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niftop
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Doctor Pierce's Pleasant Pellets regulate and invigorate
stomach, liver and bowels.
tiny granules.

Hbs. Hessheiheb.

9 12
8 55
8 20
8 02

Sugar-coate-

such a law Is very doubtful.
In my
opinion she Is not.
Making a rougn estimate it would
uta Pari, N. M...Lv
Ar
beA clash in Capitol
corridors
take $50,000 annually to have free
"
tween a House leader and a Prohibi- text books for all the children
p in
of
tionist lobbyist this forenoon, creat- the state. Under present conditions
rConnects at Colfax with E. P. & S. W. Ry. train both North and South.
ed
considerable excitement for the this would make the school term
Stage for Van Houten, N. M., meets trains at Preston, X. M.
time being.
about one month less. There are now
DaiIy except Saturday.
tDaily except Sunday.
eighty-nin(S9) school districts, for
Stage leaves Ute Park, N. M., for Kiizabethtown, N. M., at 9:00 a. m.
Soldiers' Home.
e
the want of sufficient funds, that did
daily except Sundays. Fare $2.00 ono way, $3.50 round trip; fifty pound
Blazer Post, G. A. It., at Alamogor- - not have school at all this year, and
carried free.
C. & S. train leaves Des Moines, N. M., for the south at 11:11 p. m., ar- do, has appointed D. M. Sutherland, more than one hundred and fifty (150)
chairman; X. H. Herbert, J. C. Dunn, that had less than three months, which
rives from the south at 4 : OS a. in.
F. M. WILLIAMS, Henry Cramer, J. S. Kerr and T. J. is practically equal to none at all.
L. C. WHITE,
J. VAN HOUTEN,
to Many others would have been reduced
G. P. Agent. Poage who selected five citizens
V. P. G M.,
Superintendent.
with them, as follows, J. A.ito a similar condition had they paid
liaird, Charles E. Thomas, Charles wages sufficient to employ competent
Mitchell, W. E. Carmack and A. F. teachers. A large number of districts
Monger, to secure for Alamoeordo. the '1 not have school houses. When
location of a state soldiers' home. these are fortunate enough to have
Tney selected school section "6, T. school for a few months, they are
3C S., R. 9 E., as the most suitable compelled to rent rooms and usually
at exhorbitant prices. Besides ono
location.
can safely say that more than
f
of our rural districts that do have
Kedzie and Barth.
"The Liberal mentioned
Senator school houses are not able to keep
Barth, of Bernalillo county, as a re- them fit for occupancy.
When patrons are required to purcent importation from Arizona. The
chase their own text books, this begenial senator from the seventh
resents this statement, while comes hut another method of paying
THE
admitting its truth. He writes: taxes to support the school. This
'You speak of my being a recent im- form of the school revenue and in
This is most instances, comes from sources
portation from Arizona.
partially true, and technically cor- not otherwise available.
rect. I was born in Cuervo, Valencia
Text books are necessary and pucounty, New Mexico, thirty-siyears pils, except the first year, do but litpgo. I chose the place because I tle good without them, and those puliked the surroundings, and because pils whose parents are not able to buy
uum my parents uvea were at tne them, should have them furnished at
SHORTEST LINE TO
time, in fact my ancestors for some public expense. But we have a stattwo hundred and eighty-fivyears had ute that covers cases of this
lived in New Mexico, and my grandfather was a member of the New
It should go without saying that
Mexico council in 1S57, and when my
educational agency should be
every
folks moved to Arizona in 1S96, I used to
improve our school systems.
and
protested vigorously against it,
But we must take into consideration
after holding office over there long
enough to make money enough to
TICKETS AND RERERVATIONS AT
come back to New Mexico, I came
back and settled again in this state,
NEW MEXICAN BUILDING OR UNION DEPOT
and under the circumstances don't
you think it is rather unkind of you
to call me a recent importation?' "
The Western Liberal.
B'O
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that some are more important than
others. We should first provide those
that are fundamental and necessary.
An eight month term of school taught
teacher in a well
by a competent

PURELY

equipped school house, is of first con- -

Denver, Colorado

Hotel Arrivals

E. Kircher, New York City.
W. McKean, Taos.
Roy Driscoll, Pueblo.
P. Rape, Dallas,
L. A. Sheridan, Kansas City, Mo.
Dr. A. A. Dearduff, Lovington.
H. R. Parsons, Fort Sumner.
J. D. Graham, Lovington.
C. C. Henry, Fort Sumner.
J. S. Eaves, Lovington.
W. Huspeler, and Mrs. Huspeler,
Mrs. C. M. Barnes, Progreso.
Canada.
Winnipeg,
J. W. Sullivan, Bernalillo.
G. A. Baker, Canon City.
Coronado.
Mrs. J. A. Baker, Canon City.
J. C. Randall, City.
Miss Baker, Canon City.
Glenn Stevenson, Moffat, Colo.
S. A. Doggett, Canon City.
Juan Lopez, Tesuque.
E. A. Maun, Albuquerque.
Mrs. Frank Lasswell and children,
A. B. Stroup, Albuquerque.
Fort Madison, la.
S. Luna, Los Lunas.
M. Donahue, Phoenix.
D. D. Draper, Albuquerque.
L. C. Davis, Bradford, Pa.
Dr. W. R. Lovelace, Fort Sumner.
Fred
Chavez, Willard.
R. W. Bryant, Albuquerque.
Ben Donlin, Willard.
R. H. Sims, Las Cruces.
J. P. Porter, Willard.
E. A. Sweet, Socorro.
Mrs. L. C. Klasner, Picacho.
M. C. Mechem, Socorro.
J. Ingle, Estancia.
W. D. Newcomb, Socorro.
Hubert McDonald, Estancia.
H. M. Dougherty, Socorro.
Antonio Simoni, Madrid.
P. Zanardo, Madrid.
Montezuma.
J. Juliano, Madrid.
C. J. Dixon, Kansas City, Mo.
W. E. McNaughten,
Kansas City,! Alfred Herrera, Denver.
J. P. Herrera, Denver.
I
Mo.
George Atkinson, Chicago.
F. B. Easterly, Denver.
Miss Clara D. True, Espahola.
W. H. Greenfield, Denver.
E. R. Vaughn, Albuquerque.
I. Appel, Las Vegas.
H. S. Coleman, Topeka.
William Rogers, Albuquerque.
Archie Gilchrist, Chicago.
Charles Easley, City.
J. A. Smith, Dallas.
D. Duetch, Dallas.

LARGE SHIPMENT DEPRESSION.
LARGE DEPRESSION.
Lower Prices for Hogs at Stock
Yards Caused Provision Market
to Decline.
Vtre to New Mexican)
My Special Loused
Chicago, 111., April 22. Wheat rallied today after a decline due to large
world shipments and better crop reports from India. Abandoned acreage
was declared to be as bad as in Ohio
and Indiana. Enough damage also
was said to be apparent in northern
Kansas to put that state in the doubtful class.
Opening prices were un
lower. July startchanged to
to 109
ed at 109
to
dropped
1091-and then rose to 1101-2- .
The close, wa sirregular with July

Grand Carnival
and
Santa Fe,

N. M.,

Pow-Wo-

w,

April 22nd to 27th, Inclusive.

BEASLEY'S
English Pleasure Fair Company

Ye Old

FURNISHES ALL ATTRACTIONS.
BIG STEAM

CONGRESS

MERRY-GO-ROUN-

JARG0 AND ANNA
Two Largest Serpents in America.
They Are worth.seeiui?.
LaBelle

Superba

Rogue-Myste- rious

Beautiful Dancing

Madagasdar

OF WONDERS
d

Cannibals

Take Your Best Girl for a

Girl

Spin on the Ferris Wheel

Girl

BigConfettiBattleSaturdayNight

Six Days and Nights of Harmless Fun and

Amusement For AH.

New Mexico Military

Institute

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.

The

West Point of the Southwest"
Hanked by United States War DeInstitupartment ai "Distinguished
tion." Army officers detailed by Wai

Department.
Through

Academic

course,

prepar-

ing young men for college or business
life. Great amount of open air work.
Healthiest location of any Military
School in the Union. Located in the
beautiful Pecos Valley, the garden spot
of the West at an elevation of 3Vull
teet above sea level, sunshine every
day, but little rain or snow during ths
season.
Fourteen

PILLS
CHICHESTER SHKAMI.

Springs and Pueblo

"

Officers and Instructors,
all graduates from standard eastern
Ten buildings, throughly
colleges.
furnished, heated, lighted and modern
to all respects.
REGENTS E. A. CAHOON, Pres.
W. G. HAMILTON, Vice Pres.
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
W .M. ATKINSON. Secretary,
and W. A. FINLEY.
For particulars and illustrated catalogues addreM:
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON,

J.

m

VEGETABLE

j

The absolute vegetable purity of S. S. S. has always been one of the
sideration. When we have accomplish- Strongest points in its favor, and is one of the principal reasons why it is
cd this for every school community,
A
free text books and traveling libraries the most widely known and universally used of all blood medicines.
blood purifiers are really nothing more than
great many of the
cud the like come next.
mineral
mixtures
which
so
on
act
and
strong
unpleasantly
disastrously
Very truly yours,
the delicate membranes and tissues of the stomach, and bowels, that even
C. M. LIGHT.
if such treatment purified the blood, the condition in which the digestive
system is left would often be more damaging to the health than the original
trouble. Not so with S. S. S. it is the greatest of all blood purifiers, and
at the same time is an absolutely safe and harmless remedy. It is made
entirely of the healing and cleansing extracts and juices of roots, herbs
and barks, each of which is in daily use in some form by physicians in
Palace.
their practice. Years of work and research have proven S. S. S. to contain
H. B. Hamilton, Carrizozo.
everything necessary to purify the blood and at the same time supply the
system with the purest and best tonio effects. S. S. S. cures Rheumatism,
John McCIeary, Berino.
Catarrh, Sores and Ulcers, Skin Diseases, Scrofula, Contagious Blood Poison
W. W. Cox, Las Cruces.
and all other blood troubles, and it leaves the system in perfect condition
A. Barncastle, Las Cruces.
when it has purified the blood. Book containing much valuable informaE. L. Williamson, St. Louis.
tion on the blood and any medical advice desired sent free to all who write.
Alton H. Bailey, Denver.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA.
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110, a gain of
net.
Unexpectedly
large supplies from
the Danube at Liverpool had a bear-is- h
effect on corn. July opened
to
down at 76
to 76
touched
"6
and again sagged to 76
The close was easy,
net lower
8

8

4

2

c

at

for July.
Wet weather, which means turning
more of oats' fields to corn, caused
buying of the first named cereal. Accordingly, the market, which started
unchanged to
higher for July at
54
to 54
advanced
soon to
76

c

8

51

Provisions were depressed as a result of lower prices for hogs. Initial
tales ranged from 2
to 20 off with
September delivery 18.50 to 18.52
2

2

for pork, 10.52
for lard and 10.22
to 30.23 for ribs.
2

Wind Damages Property.
The windstorm of last week damaged a great deal of property in Los
Tanos, Guadalupe county, unroofing
several barns and demolishing several
small buildings. Some of the gardens
were ruined by the wind and sand.

Hay Fever and Summer Colds
MUST BE RELIEVED QUICKLY
AND WE RECOMMEND

Foley's Honey and Tar
Compound
For quick and definite results.

For MEASLES' COUGH, for the COUGH
that ioiiows SCARLET FEVER, for
CROUP, WHOOPING
COUGH, for
ASTHMATIC CONDITIONS, or a cough
of whatever origin, including CHRONIC
COUGHS of ELDERLY PEOPLE, use
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
'or sale t,j all druggists.

m

The Arizona Solons Slap at Hunt.
Phoenix, Arizona, April 22. In the
senate Lorin of Mojave introduced a
bill to legalize boxing in Arizona. The
bill provides for a limited number of
rounds and eliminates gambling as
far as possible and throws other legal
restraints around contests. An at
tempt also was made to revive the
suffrage question, but it was smother- ey by the efforts of Cunniff and Wood
o' Yavapai and others. Wood, of Yava
pai, introduced a new tax measure pro
viding for the appointment by the gov
ernor of a commissioner for each com
plaint in the matter of assessments.
The bill proposes that any citizen
shall have the right to complain of his
own assessment or assessment of any
other person, firm or corporation.
When complaint is made to the governor, he shall appoint a commissioner who, after investigation, shall
make a report to the governor. A
bill providing that insurance compa
s
nies must invest
of their
premiums in Arizona, was indefinitely
postponed. It is understood, however,
there will be legislation long this line
later. When the house received from
the committee on public institutions
the Irvine bill in which amendments
had been made restoring salaries of
the superintendent of the industrial
school and his assistants, to the original amounts, it seemed just an ordinary bit of work by a careful and
conscientious committee, but the truth
is the report was full of political significance. The Irvine bill is an administrative measure. In fact, it is said
to have been drawn at the personal
dictation of governor Hunt, and the
report of the committee, which is sure
to be adopted by the lower house,
shows the temper of that body with
respect to the governor. Various and
sundry little disagreements between
the popular branch and the chief executive that have come about in the
one short menth since the legislature
began its work, have created a breach
that will be just a trifle difficult to
fill; and because of this fact it is being
whispered about that Mr. Hunt may
have a rather difficult time landing in
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the gubernatorial chair at the next

election.
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at the Pri
You sec progress on every kand bigger, better snips, better feed, better methods
of living. But do you know of the great strides made in tke art of good clothes making?
Unless you examine this new Spring and Summer display
you cannot appreciate this
progress, developed to its highest degree. These new nodes represent the highest attainment of the faLric maker s skill the best master touches cf the designer, who contributes
a life time of experience the handiwork of tailors who have won fame for their deftness
in

every garment.

Not one of these various forces and abilities could produce this ultra quality of itself.
It is only when united in systematic organization as typified by Goldman-Beckm& Cjq.9
at Cincinnati, that the unusual style and value elements are fully developed.
You can take advantage of all this
effort in every Goldman-Beclungarment. This does not mean that every garment sells si the same price, but it does
assure the absolute maximum cf value in any garment at any given price in your choice,
an

m

m

Free Text Books.

Senator V.
the following
Silver City:

Than Ever Bef

all included

B. , Walton

has received

communication

from

Hon. W. B. Walton, Santa Fe, N. M.
My Dear Sir The bill of free text
books, which you have introduced into
the Senate, I have carefully read.
There are many arguments, known to
school men, for and against the plan.
L'nder ordinary circumstances the
method is said to be wasteful, unsanitary, troublesome to the teacher, and
trains the pupils to become unappre-ciativof the value and proper use
of books. The medical profession universally condemn the practice, beSuperintendent
cause, when books are infected by
disease germs, they cannot be sucBut notwithIt will not pay you to waste your
The New Mexican Printing Com. cessfully disinfected.
the truth of these assertions,
tiem writlns out your legal form pany is always prepared to turn out standing
under
regulations, I am in
when you can get them already print your brief and transcript work quick- favor ofproper
free text books to all pupils.
ed at the New Mexican Printing ly, and at the right price. Give us Whether New Mexico is
prepared to
a trial.
Company.
successfully carry out the provision of
e

(

J?'

an

at your price.
These are not idle statements made to attract your attention we have the evidence
Here for you. The earlier you come the greater the display from which to make a selection.

JULIUS H. GERDES, cash store
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CALL FOR DEMOCRATIC CONVENPROFESSIONAL CARDS.
TION.
N
A Woman Finds All Her Energy and S
Santa Fe County, New Mexico.
Ambition Slipping Away.
ATTORNEYS AT LAW.
By direction of the Democratic ExSanta Fe women Know low the ecutive Committee of Santa Fe Coun
EDWARD P. DAVIES,
FOR RENT House with or without
aches and pains that come when the ty, New Mexico, a delegate conven- i
Attorney and Counselor at Law.
I.
3 or C rooms.
D. S.
kidneys fail make life a burden. Back- - tion of the Democrats of said county
furniture,
Rooms
Socorro County.
Silver City has been sold 'o the ache, hip pains,
headaches, dizzy is hereby called, to be held at the
Bank
Capital
Building,
City
The Oaks Company performed 35 Smith Brothers of Boston
and Spring- spells, distressing urinary troubles, all! County Court Hou.se in Santa Fe, New
Santa Fe, New Mexico
feet of development work on the
tell of sick kidneys and warn you of Mexico, on Tuesday, May Cth, 1912. at
FOR SALE Cheap if sold at once, 4
KN and women
Assistant District Attorney, Fira.
who
Ket
Pacific mine during the prist week field, Mass., for $300,000. A 200 ton the stealthy approach of dropsy orjc p. m. of said day, for the purpose of
room house and large orchard close
there" have settled beliefs Judicial District.
reduction
mill is to be erected at Brigth's disease. Doan's Kidney Pills electing fourteen delegates to repre- - and convictions.
from which 42 tons of ore were packed
The pilot of an ocean
in. Address T. New Mexican.
to the Deadwood mill. Work also con- once, the system to he that of fine are for the kidneys only. They at- sent said county in the Democratic steamer would make poor headway if lie
HOLT
SUTHERLAND
dibeliefs
4
up the
by which he must
tinues in the main drainage and transdiseases by striking at State Convention to he held at Clovis, gave
LOST A sorrel mare, ball face, S.
rect that ship.
grinding and cyaniding. W. N. Small tack kidney
La.
Attorney
the cause.
Here's proof of it in a New Mexico, on the 14th day of May,;
portation tunnel. The first
('. connected right hip. Suitable rePist.-- i
in
Practice
Court
a.
ne
and
John
Kniffin
bad
owners.
been
the
clean-uSanta Fe woman's words:
in April of the Ernestine Min1912, for the purpose of selecting eight)
RICE COMBINATIONS.
wen us before ine Supreme Court o. ward for return. The Bishop's ranch.
Mrs. Desederia J. de Qulntana. Col- delegates and eight alternates to rep-- '
ing company yielded 8,470 Troy oun- There were 3G cars of ore shipped
one termor.
Rice when well cooked is so easy of
WANTED Fifty sales girls for the
from Lordsburg last week. The Sus- lege St., Santa Fe, N. Mex., says: resent the State of New Mexico in the
ces of gold and silver bullion and
New Mexico New
uaH Cruces,
Kid- National Democratic Convention to be digestion, so
Foote Company in the Catron
nourishing and whole- pounds of high grade concentra- quehanna! Mining Company has been "Several years ago I used Doan's
block. Apply between 5 and 6 Monney Pills and I was cured of a bad held in the City of Baltimore, Mary some that it seems poor economy to
tes. 742 tons of ore were treated durW.
PKICHARD
G.
at
to
take attack of kidney complaint
organized
Williamsport, Pa.,
At that land, on the 25th day of June, 1912, use so much of other starchy foods
day afternoon.
ing the week. The winze from the over the North American Copper
ComAttorney and C0u.11s.1U0r a. Law
time a statement appeared in the lo- for the purpose of nominating Demo and neglect the rice, which forms the
tunnel on the Deep Down is being
at Lordsburg. The officers are: cal papers, telling of my experience cratic candidates for President and chief food of so many millions on the
Practice In all the District courr
sunk with two shifts in a good grade pany
Elegantly Furnlsned Rooms for Rent
and gives special attention 10 case;
J. K. Johnston, president; A. F. Young and I now take pleasure in confirmof the lnited States. other side of the globe.
Rooms elegantly furnished and hav- of mill ore. The excess of 5,000 tons
before
sethe
C. J. Plankenhorn,
Territorial Supreme Com
For the main dish of a meal it can
ing all that was theu said In theii
Primary meetings are hereby called
ng all modern conveniences, including
of ore were treated in March on the
I had pains in my back that to be held in the various precincts of be combined with veal, chicken and urrct: Laugmm bik, aanta tr n. a electric light, steam heat and baths,
cretary: J. W. Villinger, W. .1. Tom- praise.
Socorro mines. Around 9" per cent
lid county, on Friday the 3rd day other meats in the form of croquettes
linson, F. C. Bowman and C. A. Bar- made it difficult for me to stoop and
in the First National Bank building,
of the gross value of the ore is being
CHAS. W. G. WARD,
ron, directors. Years ago, says the there were other troubles which plain- - of May, 1912, at the hour of 7:30 or escalloped dishes, with tomatoes
Apply to F. M. Jones.
recovered by concentration ind
District Attorney for Fourth Judicia
El Paso Herat!, there was scarcely a y showed that my kidneys were at o'clock p. m. in the city of Santa Fe, and curry, with cheese. Another is a
Mine development on the mine in
eggs cut District.
oieration in the Lordsburg fault. Soon after I began taking New Mexico, and at such hour and very nice dish of
Treasure Mining and Reduction Com- district and
New Msxloo Oliver
Visible Typewriter
improvement place on said day in the various pre- - in eighths and put into buttered bak- - ia Vtga,
today 400 to 500 men are Doan's Kidney Pills,
pany is showing up well and stopes of working in the mines and
contents of cincts of said county, outside of said ing dish with a layer of cold cooked
freighting was noticeable and the
For
sale
cheap. Perfect condirice first, then a few spoonfuls of
HARRY D. MOULTON
good ore are being opened up in what ore. About 300 tons of ore are daily two boxes, not only restored my kid city, as the precinct
committeeman
tion
and
does
was virgin ground a few months ago.
white
of
tn'ck
a
splendid writing.
dm
sauce,
to
their normal condition
sprinkling
fixes and determines.
being hauled irom the mines to the neys
Could ship on approval and trial.
cheese and seasonings and a layer of
The mill on Whitewater Creek handback.
Attnrncv-at-Lafrom
removed
the
also
the
my
from
The
pain
respecrepresentation
on
ore
the Lordsburg
platform
great
Write to CMAS. W. RICKART
led 400 tons last week.
and Hachita railroad. This repre- I am glad to say that during the time tive precincts to said county conven- eggs, finish with buttered crumbs,
cure has tion, and the names of the precinct and bake until thoroughly hot. This
Rosedale, Kansas.
Sierra County.
sents shipments of 6,000 to 8,000 tons that has since passed, my
committeemen whose duty it will be js a dish sufficiently filling for a main
Work on the Polar Star at Phillips-burg- , of ore per month of a gross value in been permanent."
N. M.
Santa
e,
TYPEWRITERS.
eggs, two cups
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 to call such meetings to order at the dish. Five
is to be resumed this summer. copper, silver and gold of over $90,000
Formerly opeclai Agent, 6. L, O.
Foster-Milbur-n
Cleaned, adjusted anc repaired. New
fol- of rice and a cup of white sauce, seacents.
Buffalo,
Co.,
and
as
time
,are
places
specified
a
Bad air in the Ocean Wave at
milto $120,000 per month or from a
Land Claims and Contest a Speciali:
soning and a little grated cheese will
platens furnished. Ribbons and gup
has caused several miners to lion to a million and a half dollars. New York, sole agents for the United lows:
oe enougn to serve five.
plies.
1. Pojoaque.
Typewriters sold, exchange!
deleNo.
States.
One
Precinct
McKEAN & CHEETHAM,
give up work. G. Miller of El Paso All this is extracted from less than a
ar"J rented. Standard makes handled.
For supper or luncheon dishes there
Remember the name Doan's and gate. Evaristo F. Trujillo, Committee-- '
has taken a bond and lease on Ben dozen claims which a short time ago
Attorney
is nothing for a light meal more apAll repair work and typewrite
guartake no other.
man.
Practice in all the Courts and Bt anteed.
Kinsey's Picket Spring property. M. had grass growing on their dumps.
Santa Fe Typewriter Expropriate than plain boiled rice with
2. Tesuque.
deleNo.
One
Precinct
C. Moffitt and D. B. Whitham are It
fore the Interior Department.
rich milk.
represents only a few hundred
change, Phone 231.
gate. W. A. Williams, Committee-- ,
New Mexico.
Taos,
Desserts of rice with eggs and milk
erecting a set of handjigs for John acres of actual operating ground. The TITANIC DISASTER DIS
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HEADQUATERS
HIGH-GRAD-

HAVE YOUR WATfITT
CLEANED OCCASIONALLY
WATCH will run without
oil or cleaning longer than
any other piece of machinery bui it needs both occasion-,dl-

E

Watches
and
Clocks.

A

y.

c
If you will consider that the rim of
uic uaiance wncei rrivc;3 over ntteen
mnes a aay, you will not grudge your
Watch a Eneck of oil anil n rif:inin
It will increase the
jtmce a year.
me ana accuracy ot your watcn.
Leave your watch with "us
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Time Pieces That Are

Reliable."

y.
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Cut Flowers for All Occasions

I

Santa Fe Hardware

Clarendon Garden

Supply

Town Stand

at Butt Bros.' Drug Store.

OUR FIRST

i art?

THE BIG STORE

APRIL

15

TO APRIL 30

This is not

a Clearing Sale of the Season, but

GENERAL SALE

OF

THE

YEAR.

Our Sale Will Last Fifteen Days, and During This Time You Will Buy at the Following Prices:

TV

4,

UmM

THEY

CAN ALL ADVERTISE, BUT WE ARE IT! We

9

how to do it ! We have the stock to do it ! We
are also the price makers ! Our sale is a big success !
Saturday will be our big day ! 1,000 different articles will
be thrown on the counters at very low prices. Remember,
theale will end the last of the month.
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BIG REDUCTION IN LADIES' SUITS AND DRESSES
I00 MEN'S SUITS, Hart, Schaffner & Marx,
Prices from $20.00 to $50.00.

Specially priced at

The Reputation of this Store will

Be your Guarantee

resented.

that

EVERYTHING is as rep-

Early buyers will fare the best.

$17.50

MEN'S HANDKERCHIEFS, 6 for

25c

LADIES' HANDKERCHIEFS, 6 for

I

25c

Walk in and select anything you like. Note the old price on the tags, then note
the present prices and you will see at once WHERE YOUR MONEY IS SAVED.

MATHAM

0

